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Abstract. This study investigates the research trends in social network analysis (SNA)
by examining related scholarly articles. Firstly, topic modeling is applied to a corpus com-
posed of the title, abstract, keywords, and author information of 58,122 articles obtained
from the Scopus database. Twenty topics and their ascending or descending trends are
identified. Secondly, to explore the multidisciplinary nature of SNA, an academic field
network is constructed based on co-authorship and affiliation information. Results show
that physics, biology, and education have taken central position in the network. It was
also interesting to see that sociology and psychology are less influential. The results of
this study will be helpful for future researchers exploring SNA research topics and thereby
improve the diversity of SNA research.
Keywords: Research trend, Topic modeling, Social network analysis

1. Introduction. Social network analysis (SNA) is the process of investigating social
structures by using networks and graph theory [1,2]. SNA is concerned with relation-
ships and flows between nodes or actors that represent people, organizations, objects, and
so on. In SNA, links show relationships or flows between the nodes. Unlike traditional
social science studies, network analysis focuses on the relations among actors – not indi-
vidual actors and their attributes [3]. Recently, due to the advancement of information
technologies and the emergence of complex systems, SNA has attracted a fair amount of
attention in the fields of social sciences, engineering, and natural sciences. Figure 1 shows
the increasing number of research articles on SNA.

The increasing interest in SNA has revealed the multidisciplinary nature of SNA [4].
Although SNA originated in the field of sociology, numerous study topics in various aca-
demic fields are identified in SNA research. Thus, it is meaningful to investigate the
research trends in SNA. Although a number of studies have applied SNA or network anal-
ysis to investigating research trends in various fields [5-8], it is worth investigating recent
research trends in SNA.

This study analyzes research trends in SNA in 2000-2015. Topic modeling and network
analysis are applied to a corpus composed of the title, abstract, keywords, and author
information of 58,122 articles. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides a research framework composed of topic modeling and network analysis. Section
3 explains the results of the topic model and network analysis. Finally, Section 4 discusses
the benefits and limitations of our research.
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Figure 1. Number of articles on SNA

Figure 2. Research framework

2. Methods.

2.1. Research framework. Figure 2 shows the overall research framework. Firstly,
research articles related to “social network analysis” or “network analysis” published
between 2000 and 2015 were searched in the Scopus database. As a result, 58,122 journal
articles were collected. In preprocessing, non-English articles and articles with missing
information were removed from the collected articles, which resulted in 56,951 articles.
Then, topic modeling and network analysis were conducted.

2.2. Topic modeling. Topic modeling is a type of statistical model for discovering the
abstract topics that occur in a collection of documents, called a corpus. Among various
topic modeling algorithms, latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) is one of the most commonly
used algorithms [9-11] and is also used in this study. Prior to the application of LDA,
preprocessing is conducted, which involves tokenization of text data, removal of stop
words, and lemmatization. After the preprocessing, the LDA algorithm is applied to the
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preprocessed corpus. In this research “tm” package and “topic models” package in R were
used.

2.3. Network analysis. In this research, the objective of network analysis is to explore
the multidisciplinary nature of SNA research. As network analysis focuses on the relations
among actors (node), and not individual actors and their attributes, the definition of
actors and relations is important. In this study, the node is defined as a field of research
and link is defined as co-authorship. As shown in Figure 3, the majority of research
articles have multiple authors whose affiliations are often different from each other. For
example, the “doc1” article has two co-authors: one’s affiliation is “education” and the
other’s affiliation is “history”. Therefore, a link between “education” and “history” can be
generated. The original matrix in the left of Figure 3, (document * affiliation) relationships
can easily be transformed into the (affiliation * affiliation) matrix.

Figure 3. Co-authorship matrix

3. Results.

3.1. Topic modeling. Table 1 summarizes the results of topics identified by topic mod-
eling. Twenty topics and eight topic words for each topic are identified. Table 2 further
categorizes the topics into six categories. As shown in Table 2, the majority of topics
belong to the natural sciences and technologies. Even though SNA originated in the
field of social sciences, the topics of SNA have moved toward the natural sciences and
technologies, which will be further analyzed in the network analysis in Section 3.2.

Table 3 presents “hot” and “cold” topics and their statistical significance. Hot top-
ics include online community, biology, interdisciplinary research, detection system and
methodology, education, network methodology, developmental psychology, and popula-
tion pattern, whereas electric current flow, information theory, and applied mathematics
are identified as cold topics. The topic analysis shows that topics related to IT and
network methodology have emerged, while theoretical research has slowed down. In par-
ticular, online community and biology are identified as the hottest topics. It is also inter-
esting to note that interdisciplinary research is identified as a hot topic, which exhibits
the multidisciplinary characteristics of SNA research.

3.2. Network analysis. This section presents the results of network analysis. The net-
work is constructed based on authors’ affiliations and their co-authorship as explained in
Section 2. As shown in Table 4, the physics, biology, and education fields take central
position in terms of degree and betweenness centrality. Surgery and food fields have rela-
tively higher betweenness centrality than degree centrality, which implies their significant
mediation roles in SNA research.

Figure 6 provides a visual representation of the entire network. Four clusters are iden-
tified in the graph: physics, biology, education, and psychology. Two clusters are related
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Table 1. Topic modeling results

Topic Topic Name Topic Words

topic 1 Population Pattern
population, pattern, group, contact, individual,
diver, genetic

topic 2 Applied physics
electric, field, conduct, property, experiment,
temperature, theoretic, layer

topic 3 Cultural politics
culture, politics, article, intern, state, identity,
migrant, immigration

topic 4 Education
group, learn, student, participation, education,
program, professional

topic 5 Power system
distribution, cost, optimization, generate, con-
trol, energy, improve, efficient

topic 6 Regional community
community, capital, policy, local, resource, ac-
cess, urban, community

topic 7 Online community
information, medium, online, communication,
mobile, site, web, Facebook

topic 8 Network methodology
structure, connect, node, link, graph, cluster,
complex, degree

topic 9 Medical sociology health, care, woman, age, family, life, child, old

topic 10 Regional development
change, region, flow, spatial, area, duration, en-
vironment, increase

topic 11 Applied mathematics
measure, predict, level, factor, compare, rate,
correlation, variable

topic 12
Developmental
psychology

relationship, influence, behavior, individual,
positive, tie, friend, peer

topic 13
Detection system
and methodology

detect, applicable, search, feature, recommend,
tool, compute, real

topic 14
Technology
management

knowledge, manage, market, organization,
project, innovation, product, technology

topic 15 Electric current flow
current, voltage, frequency, line, phase, control,
mode, signal

topic 16
Interdisciplinary
research

research, author, collaboration, field, review, sci-
ence, publish, article

topic 17 Process theory
process, understand, theory, concept, integral,
discuss, framework, context

topic 18 Biology
gene, express, protein, cell, identify, pathway,
cancer, regular

topic 19 Information theory
compute, dynamic, state, order, linear, parame-
ter, point, matrix

topic 20 Medicine and pathology
patient, risk, treatment, hive, association, drug,
intervention, man

to the social sciences and the other two clusters are related to the natural sciences. Ed-
ucation and psychology represent the clusters in the social sciences, while physics and
biology fields take a central position in the SNA research. It is interesting to observe that
sociology could not take a central position in the SNA research.

4. Conclusion. In this study, research trends in SNA have been analyzed by topic mod-
eling and network analysis. The results show that the majority of topics in SNA are
related to the natural sciences and technologies rather than the social sciences. Through
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Table 2. Categories of topics

Category Topic
Humanity
& Culture

Population pattern; Cultural politics; Education; Regional commu-
nity; Regional development; Developmental psychology

Biology Medical sociology; Biology; Medicine and pathology
Technology Online community; Technology management

Methodology
Network methodology; Detection system and methodology; Process
theory; Information theory

Energy Power system; Electric current flow
Science Applied physics; Applied mathematics; Interdisciplinary research

Table 3. Hot and cold topics

Topic Name p-value Hot/Cold
1 Population pattern 0.000568** Hot
2 Applied physics 0.584079 –
3 Cultural politics 0.82194 –
4 Education 0.003257** Hot
5 Power system 0.106885 –
6 Regional community 0.285536 –
7 Online community 5.88E-07** Hot
8 Network methodology 0.000691** Hot
9 Medical sociology 0.262996 –
10 Regional development 0.572487 –
11 Applied mathematics 1.89E-06** Cold
12 Developmental psychology 0.032471* Hot
13 Detection system and methodology 0.00035** Hot
14 Technology management 0.057714 –
15 Electric current flow 0.000212** Cold
16 Interdisciplinary research 1.32E-07** Hot
17 Process theory 0.999285 –
18 Biology 2.06E-07** Hot
19 Information theory 0.000421** Cold
20 Medicine and pathology 0.739142 –

**: p < 0.01 *: p < 0.05

Table 4. Centrality analysis

Degree Centrality Betweenness Centrality
Rank Field Value Field Value

1 Physics 0.756 Physics 0.097
2 Biology 0.733 Biology 0.065
3 Education 0.700 Education 0.055
4 Life 0.656 Surgery 0.042
5 Psychology 0.600 Food 0.041
6 Epidemiology 0.567 Life 0.038
7 Economics 0.556 Economics 0.038
8 Food 0.522 Psychology 0.030
9 Sociology 0.522 Epidemiology 0.030
10 Statistics/Surgery 0.511 Sociology/Pharmacy 0.025
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Figure 4. Hot topics

Figure 5. Cold topics

the analysis of hot and cold topics, we find that research trends are moving toward appli-
cations of SNA, rather than theories. Network analysis shows that the fields of physics,
biology, and education take central position in the affiliation network. Four clusters of
physics, biology, education, and psychology are also identified in the network. It is in-
teresting to note that the centrality of sociology is lower than that of physics, biology,
education, life, psychology, epidemiology, economics and food, which demonstrates the
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Figure 6. Author affiliation network of SNA research

relatively weak multidisciplinary roles of sociology. The results of this study will help
future researchers explore SNA research topics and contribute to the diversity of SNA
research.

In spite of its contribution, this paper only presents a static approach to the research
trend analysis of SNA. Further, network analysis is applied to the research fields, which are
identified from authors’ affiliation information. A study on dynamic aspects of network
structures would be a suitable future research topic. In addition, as authors’ informa-
tion also contains nationality and affiliation, analyzing collaboration networks based on
authors’ nationality and affiliation could be another future research topic.
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